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A holy protest
Orthodox UCF group
holds protest in front of
Union -SEENEWS,A2

Ryan Bass writes why Mark McGwire
deserves to be in the Hall-sEESPORTs,A10

j

Suicide threat shuts down Alafaya
.}

On Thursday:
"Disparate Ihreads''art

show opening reception

by Nicole Gauzens
AUCF biology professor and
artist celebrated the opening of
her art show at the Women's
Research Center Art Gallery
Wednesday.

On Friday:

"Hero otthe Planet''
speaks about Galapagos

Police apprehend woman with rill~
JUSTINE GRIFFIN
@
Foracopyofthe
police report:

News Assignments Editor

An Orlando woman
threatened to commit suicide in her car with a rifle
I Tuesday evening near the
Pegasus Pointe Apartments, according to an
Orange County Sheriff's
Office report.
According
to
the
report, the woman had

www.UCFNews.com

followed the woman driving a 1999 gold Ford
Ranger down Coral Reef
Drive toward Alafaya
Trail.
to
the
According
report, the woman told
deputies that she had a

openly talked about her
suicidal thoughts among
friends and family after
ending a relationship with
gun.
her boyfriend days prior.
Several more deputies
Deputies arrived at the
woman's home about 8:20 responded to the scene on
p.m. after receiving a call Alafaya Trail near Chalthat the woman intended
PLIASE SEE WOMAN ON AS
to hurt herself. Deputies
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Orange County Police as well as many local fire services responded to the call and
dosed down Alafaya Trail until it was dedared safe for traffic to resume.

by Terri Kleckner
Peter Pritchard, one of the
worlds foremost turtle and
tortoise experts, speaks
Thursday in the Student Union.
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Green
building
geb,LEED

On Sunday and Monday:

Cheerleading and
dance nationals

by Carlos Pineda
UCF Cheerleaders and dancers
head to the Milkhouse at the
Disney Wide World ofSports
Complex to compete for the
national title this weekend.
Check for updates as the
weekend progresses.

goldstatus
Building earns 39 out
of 69 possible points

On Monday:
Even though there is no
newspaper on Monday, we're
still going to be updating
UCFNews.com with afull issue's
worth ofcontent.

MEGAN VANWAUS
Contributing Writer

_UCF ~tay(!d t~e_to .i~ ~_QJqrs by
earning LEED gold status certification for the recently constructed
Physical Sciences I building.
Built on a former parking lot
located between the Biological Sciences building and the C3 parking
lot, the building's construction did
not disrupt any natural habitat
nearby, a contributing factor to its
·
gold status.
Developed by the U.S. Green
Building Council, the Leadership in
Energy and Environmental Design
status measures sustainable sites
with 14 points, water efficiency
with five points, energy and atmosphere with 17 points, materials and
resources with 13 points, indoor
environmental quality with 15
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_Breaking
news on
your cell

Get UCF news sent to your cell
phone. Just text the keyword
UCFNEWS to 44636.

AROUND CAMPUS, A2

LEARN ABOUT THE
NEWFIELD OF
ENERGY MEDICINE
Experts in energy medicine will
discuss the emerging field of
medicine at an expo on Friday in
the Pegasus Ba IIroom of the
Student Union at 8 a.m.

Vortex: Bad grammar, great illusion
Check out why Tom Glover's
Vortex is the most popular
attraction to hit Orlando since
Disney World.

ltalianNAmerican groups
request a Shore leave

PLEASE SEE

Columnist Austin Fowler knows what the
situation is: Italian-Americans need to stop
taking offense to Jer5ey Shore's stereotypes.
-

LOCAL&STATE, A2

------------

SOUTH FLORIDA BOY
WON1FACE
CRIMINAL CHARGES
A13-year-old arrested after a
South Florida boy was doused
with an accelerant and burned
won't face criminal charges, as
prosecutors said Tuesday there
wasn't t>nough evidence.

ALABAMA WOMAN
HOLDS SIGN AS
PUNISHMENT

'

•'
•
•.
•

An Orlando police officer wanted a
unique punishment for the 24year-old Alabama woman who
pushed her palm into his face. The
woman wore asign saying she
was sorry for four hours Tuesday.
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Dentist Joseph Chaska works in the new dental
clinic on the secon~ floor of the Health Center.

ASHLEY CARNIFAX
Online News Editor
1

Bundled up on a cold winter
afternoon, students, faculty and
staff marched from the Student
Union to the Reflecting Pond
and stood huddled in a circle to
honor one of their heroes.
More than 100 people gathered Wednesday afternoon to
celebrate the life of civil rights
activist Dr. Martin Luther King
Jr. and listen to a speech given by
Bobby Seale, co-founder of the
Black Panther Party For Self
Defense.
Seale gave the keynote speech
about his role in the civil rights
movement of the

1960s and 70s.
Jonathan Parker, a sophomore
human resource management
major, said he came out to hear
about Seale's experiences.
"Being able to get those firsthand accounts about the things
that he experienced and see how 1960s.
Seale said he first saw Marfar we've come and how grateful
we should be for those that tin Luther King when he came
paved the way for us to be as free to speak in Oakland, Cali£
"I was still working on the
as we are today," Parker said
Seale spoke about the forma- Gemini Missile Program,"
tion of the Black Panther Party
and how he witnessed King
PLEASE SEE GOSPEL ON AS
speak during
the
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Dental Center
wide open for
students, faculty
CHRISTINA DEPARIS
Staff Writer

UCF has a new dental clinic
open to students, faculty and staff.
The Dental Center is the newest
addition to the UCF Health Center
and Joseph Chaska is the facility's
dentist
Chaska worked for a dental
practice in the Orlando area before
signing on as UCF's first dentist He
previously owned his own practice
in Fort Lauderdale.
Chasko said the combination. of
streamline dental equipment makes
the facility state-of-the-art.
''We have these intra-oral cameras that display inside the patient's
mouth on a flatscreen TV hanging
above the chair," Chaska said.
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AROUND
News and notices for
the UCF community

Learn about energy medidne
Experts in energy medicine will discuss the
emerging field ofmedicine,
which combines traditional
medical procedures with
ancient healing professionals.
The event is Friday in
the Pegasus Ballroom of
the Student Union from 8
a.m. until 4:30 p.m.
Continuing education
credits are available for
health professionals.
Call 847-274-2946 for
more information.

Start doing research earty
There will be a meeting
on how to get involved in
undergraduate research.
hosted by the Office of
Undergraduate Research.
The event will be
Thursday at 5:30 p.m. in
Room 224 of the Student
Union.
Call 407-823-3125 for
more information.

Get your resume checked
"Expo Mania," an
opportunity to have your
resume critiqued by a
Career Services professional, will be Jan. 19 in the
Pegasus Ballroom of the
Student Union.
No appointment is necessary.

LOCAL
&STATE
Keep up with local headlines
you may have missed

South Florida minor released,
won't face criminal charges
FORT LAUDERDALE
- A 13-year-old arrested
after a South Florida boy
was doused with an accelerant and burned won't
face criminal charges.
Jeremy Jarvis was the
youngest of five arrested
for the alleged attack on
Michael Brewer in October.
Sheriff's deputies recommended charges of
aggravated battery because
Jarvis watched the attack
but did nothing to stop it.
Prosecutors said Tuesday there wasn't enough
evidence to pursue the
charges. They also haven't
yet filed charges against a
16-year-old arrested on the
same allegation.
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Students, locals protest killing
of Egyptian Christians

The (fflrmf Flolido ~~the independent, studentwritten newspaper at the Univeisity of Central Aorida.
Opininns in the future are those of the individual
mlumnist and oot nea:ssanly those ofthe editorial staff
or the Univenity administration. All conteet is property
ofthe Centro/ florldo Future and may not be reprinted in
part or in whofewithoot permission from the publishet
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Christmas

Photo Editor

Several UCF students and local residents
protested violence against Egyptian Christians in
front of the Student Union on Wednesday.
Sara Masood, the president of the Orthodox
Christian Fellowship at UCF, said they're protesting the murders of the Coptic Christians in Nag
Hammadi and the lack of government aid toward
the gi;oup.
There were three main goals for their protest,
said Masood, who is a junior micro & molecular
biology major.
''People, especially students, need to understand that they need to be aware of violence
against Christians, to contact their local representatives to confront these issues, and to pray for the
injured," she said
Masood's family moved to the U.S. from Cairo
several years ago and still maintains a bond with
Egypt and its Christian population. Coptic Christians comprise 10 percent of Egypt's population,
according to AFP.
Many ofthe protesters had either lived in Egypt
or were of Egyptian heritage.
"People have to understand that violence
against Christians around the world is rising, especially in Middle Eastern nations," said Patrick
Williams, a local resident who held a sign that read
''Religious persecution is a fact."
Williams expressed his main concern over the
lack ofpopular knowledge on the subject. Overall,
very little international coverage was provided
and the group believes that this is one ofmany tactics used by the Egyptian government in keeping
events quiet.
Toe Coptic Christians were killed while leaving their mass on Christmas Eve, which Wan. 6. in
Egypt. The gunmen were all Muslim a1'p opened
frre upon a street with churches and vanous markets, according to AFP. Six Christians leaving their
service and one police officer, a Muslim, were
killed.
It is widely believed that Islamic radicals were
responsible for the Jan. 6 attack.
Suzy Fouad, a local resident and frequent traveler to Egypt, said there are many trials that Coptic Christians face.
"In the south of Egypt, the very poor are taken
advantage of by both Islamic radicals and also by
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Sports Editors

Students and residents gathered in front of the Student Union on
Wednesday to protest violence against Egyptian Christians.

Ryan Bass and
William Perryx216

the government;' Fouad said. "Rumors will often
be spread to rile up the population and when violence ensues, the government will do very little to
stop it."
Perhaps the overall message presented by the
group was the concern over a lack of coverage of
issues facing Christians in the Middle East.
Large demonstrations also took place in Egypt
on Saturday to confront the violence, according to
AFP. While these events are recent, violent clashes have been taking place between religious
groups in Egypt for decades.
Main opponents of the Egyptian government's
policies believe that the ultimate goal is to undermine the economic foundations of the Christian
population.
They cited the recent slaughter of millions of
pigs in Egypt as an example, as Muslims do not eat
pork. This took place during the height of the
swine flu scare.
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Alabama woman holds sign
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ORLANDO
An
Orlando police officer
wanted a unique punishment for the 24-year-old
Alabama woman who
pushed her palm to his face.
Alexandra EspinosaAmaya wore a sign reading
"I battered a police officer. I
was wrong. I apologize." for
four hours Tuesday outside
the police station.
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General Manager
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Stands For Opportunity•

CORRECTION

AS500ATED

In the January ll issue of
the Central Florida Future,
in the article headlined "10
years of the Future, the

LOCAL WEATHER

11

brief titled "Trustees vote
'yes' to eliminate programs,
the author of the original
article is Ariana Vives, not
Melissa Chadbourne.
Ifyou spot an error in the
Future, please send it to
CFF.Editor@Gmail.com
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TODAY IN DETAIL
Today Today:
Ten percent chance of prePARTLY
CLOUDY

cipitation. Northeast winds at 8
mph.

High:68°
Low:52°

Tonight: Cloudy into the evening.
Winds from the east at 7 mph.

f . . ,~

Friday

High:74°

PARTLY CLOUDY

Low:61°

.ti!;

{~~" Saturday

High:74°

SCATTERED STORMS Low: 66°
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SUMMER JOB
summer Jobs
82400• Co-Ed Camp • Bght Weeks

•·~.,

R.n lilld Board lnelllded Get Pml to
YI The Rorfda Ells Youth Ca1q1 (FEYC)
needs male and female SUmmer camp
COlllselors ages 18 and qi. FEYC Is an

"

overnight camp located on or
Highway 450 In UlllatUla, R.

The ~ 1'1111 rrom June 14tlt-Aueult 1t1t

Please contact Krys Ragland at

800-528-1878 ext 251 or
852-455-4287.
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aub matches students, friends with disabilities
CARLI SALDSMAN
Contributing Writer

When Kathleen Pollack
first moved to Florida, she
lived next door to a girl
who had an intellectual disability.
Meeting her neighbor,
whom the UCF alumna
described as "such a happy
person," is what first
spurred Pollack's interest
in Best Buddies.
''People with intellectual disabilities make you
appreciate the smaller
things in life and not worry
about the things that people stress about every day,"
Pollack said.
So when Pollack joined
Best Buddies in high school
and continued her involvement in college, she knew
that it would become a
rewarding experience for
the rest of her life.
Pollack isn't alone. The
UCF chapter of Best Buddies has more than 50 college buddies and 60 associate members.
Best Buddies is a nonprofit organization that
partners college students
with people with intellectual disabilities in hopes of
providing social outlets by
creating
one-on-one
friendships. According to
the Best Buddies Web site,
it is an organization in
more than 1,400 schools
worldwide, and it contributes approximately $70
million worth ofservices to
the community each year.
The UCF chapter of the
club began six years ago.
"Best Buddies is all
about equality," Pollack
said. "We have strengths
and weaknesses, everybody does, and Best Buddies is there to make people realize that. You know
one 'person isn't better than

another."
makes it all worth it."It's tact with Kyle, who she said know that someone is look- to Best Buddies and that
she makes a conscious
In the UCF chapter of almost like a feel-good is sarcastic and fun to be ing up to you.
Best Buddies, college bud- . thing," Kruger said.
around. She said she also
Kaylea Nicholson, a sen- effort to keep in contact
dies meet their buddies at a
The two usually eat plans on maintaining her ior communication sci- with her buddies.
When speaking about
match party at the begin- lunch in the Student Union friendship with him even ences and disorders major
ning of the fall semester. and talk about school and after she graduates.
and current president of Carrie, a best buddy, PolThe buddies are matched girls.
"He's awesome, really the UCF chapter, speaks lack said it was great to
Danielle Fischler, a sen- the epitome of awesome," with her buddy, Richie, have another girl to relate
with their college buddies
to and talk about girl stuff
based on interviews, inter- ior interdisciplinary study Fischler said.
once a week.
ests, similarities and a major, and a past president
Shira London, a senior
Nicholson and Fischler She said when they spent
matching survey that both of the UCF chapter of Best criminal justice major, said said they agree with Pol- time together, Carrie
buddies fill out.
Buddies, said she thinks she really enjoys being part lack in that being a part of would hug her and talk
Best Buddies hosts an she often gets more out of of Best Buddies and, most the club is a very rewarding about new nail polish she
event about once a month. her friendship with her of all, her friendship with experience.
had bought.
In an organization such
Its events include the buddy, Kyle, than he does her buddy, Gaby.
"Everyone who's in it
Match Party, Fall Festival, with her.
London
said
that sees the value in it," Pollack as Best Buddies, one can
Relay for Life, Taste of
"I always tell even the although her buddy lives said. "You're helping peo- see where the money on
Friendship and VIP Night.
college buddies that it's not far away, they still find time ple, and that makes you a campus is going, Pollack
Domingo Rodriguez, a a charity, because you get to see each other and often stronger person and happy, said. The club is unique
20-year-old best buddy, so much out of their friend- talk on the phone.
but you learn so much due to the type of impact
said the Match Party was ship," Fischler said.
London will never for- about yourself and you volunteers often make.
fun, mainly because it was
"You're not picking up
To ensure the longevity get Gaby's birthday party, grow."
where he met his college of the club, Fischler is still where Gaby's family was so
Although no longer a garbage or something like
buddy, Allan.
very much involved in Best nice and welcoming. She college student, Pollack that," Pollack said. ''You're
Rodriguez has a lot in Buddies and keeps in con- said it's a great feeling to said her heart is still close affecting people's lives."
common with Allan, and
they often spend time
watching TV and playing
soccer together.
Rodriguez's
favorite
event was VIP Night,
where he was awarded
FROM Al
"Best Flirter of the Year."
Similarly, Sean Abbott, a
points and innovation in
21-year-old best buddy, said
design with five points,
VIP Night was his favorite
totaling a possible 69
because he won the "Most
points under the LEED
Helpful" award.
for New Construction
Abbott said his time in
Rating System v2.2.
Best Buddies has been
The Physical Sciences
"extraordinary.''
I building earned 39
Terry Baker, a 19-yearpoints, the minimum
old best buddy, said he valamount for gold status. In
ues the time he spends
2007, UCF President John
with his college buddy,
C. Hitt implemented a
Zachary Kruger.
policy requiring that each
Kruger is a sophomore
new campus construction
business major who has
project earn at least a silbeen involved in Best Budver LEED rating, as part
dies since middle school.
of UCF's promise to the
Kruger said he knows the
American College & Unieffect the program has on
versity Presidents' Clithe buddies firsthand,
mate Commitment.
because his brother has
"Every time we'd meet
special needs.
with engineers and conHe said that seeing the
struction personnel we'd
buddies' faces when you
impress upon them that
spend time with them
the silver rating was not
the goal, but the minimum,"
said
David
TINA RUSSELL / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
Norvell, director of the The Physical Sciences I building earned gold status certification under LEED's rating system for new buildings this year.
department of Sustjainability and Energy Man- mental Awareness Solu- is serious about the envi"The energy and water
agement. "We expected tions, a student organiza- ronment and reducing efficiency in this building
more than just that and tion promoting environ- carbon emissions."
will lower expenses over
we achieved it."
mental
sustainability.
Ryan is also the organ- time, hopefully leaving
The road to getting the "This building has the izing and planning coor- the school more money
green light for the green first green roof to be dinator for I.D.E.A.S. and that can be allocated
project wasn't easy, approved by the state at a member of Eco-Advo- where it is needed,"
cates.
though. Chris Castro, a UCF."
Norvell said.
senior
environmental
Castro said Alaina
"I believe President
Students will see a
studies major, has been Bernard, assistant direc- Hitt chose to begin the sil- direct effect in the indoor
working with Norvell as tor of land management ver LEED policy because air quality, one of the
an intern, assisting with for the division of land- of several factors, includ- more noticeable advanstudent outreach for the scape
and
natural ing student interest, envi- tages.
''With the certification
department of Sustain- resources, was an advo- ronmental responsibility
ability and Energy Man- cate for the project and and budgetary reasons," of these buildings the uniagement.
really pushed for the roof. Castro said. "The school versity will be lowering
"Students will notice plans to go carbon neutral greenhouse emissions, a
"This has been years of
effort lobbying with UCF as a prominent by2050."
goal of becoming carbon
administration to get the green university," said
The main advantages neutral," Norvell said.
LEED
certification Meghan Ryan, a freshman to the building having
Colbourn Hall is also
going," said Castro, who interdisciplinary studies been built green are its now in the process of
is also the president and major. "This LEED certifi- energy efficiency, indoor bringing up its standards
co-founder of Intellectual cation and the promise to air quality and water effi- to LEED's existing buildDecisions on Environ- ACUPCC show that UCF ciency.
ing certification.

Building standards will reduce costs
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It. llobl,y Seole. Co-founder of the Blaclc Panther Porty

Wednesday, January u. 2010,

@ 1pm

SU Alrium, llellection Pond. Pegasus Ballroom
• 1fle Opening Ceremony will hgin wiffl a MUC March from "'• Student Union
Atrium to tfte llell.aion Pond at 1pm. A M-1 and Gr-I will, Bo&by s-le will

condude alter ffle ceremony in the Pegasus Ballroom.

MLK Movie Series: American History X
n.ursday, January 21, 2010 @ •pm, Cape FL 3 t6A
SGA·s January Difficult Discussion
Can We Al Just Get Along? &ealcing Down llte Am6dal Casie System in America

Friday, January 29, .2010 @1pm,

Key West 21s

Black Faculty and Staff Association Mentoring
Breakfast
It. Eclucator Dr. SfeYe Perry from CNN·s ·Blade in America" Series

11,ursday, February

•am-1oam, Pegasus Ball-

ff, .2010,

room

SGA·s February Difficult Discussion:

Beyond Brown vs. Board of Education: Can Equal
Opportunity in Education Ever Be Achieved?
It. Educator Dr. SteYe Perry from CNN·s ·llla4c In Am.rica· Serie•

11,ursday, February

ff, .2010 O1pm. Pegasus Ballroom
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On-campus dental clinic features high-tech tools
FROM

Al

"They can take pictures
inside the patient's mouth
and are saved as X-rays."
The clinic stores X-rays
and patient records electronically to stay better
organized and to reduce
waste.
The facility is also cutting energy and water consumption
by
using
advanced equipment.
"We have a vacuum

that's used for suction,
which doesn't use any
water, and a compressor
that doesn't use any oil to
operate, unlike many other
compressors," Chasko said.
A graduate student
studying counselor education visited the Dental Center for a pre-existing condition the first week of the
semester. He was a patient
in the office and requested
to not be named.
"I noticed that the clinic

has some upgraded technology:• he said. "Everyone
was very cordial and it was
easy to come here. I just
have to pay out of pocket."
"We just need to convince students it's the
biggest bang for their dental care dollar," said Robert
Wirag, director of UCF
Health Services.
He said that they have
tried to make prices competitive with the community's.

OPENING JANUARY 2010
IN UNIVERSITY COMMONS ACROSS FROM UCF

"It will be less expensive to get their oral care
needs getting taken care
of here than either investing the time and money
to go home to their hometown dentist or try and
find a local dentist,"
Wrrag said.
The Dental Center
accepts Aetna Student
Dental Health PPO insurance plan, along with
most PPO (preferred
provider organization)
and indemnity dental
insurance plans.
Wrrag said the Dental
Center is considered an
auxiliary operation, so no
tax or state money is used
to run it.
"It must support itself
based on the services that
they provided, so the revenue that is generated
from all the activity in the
dental center is to cover
all salaries and operations," he said
It will not affect the
student health fee and
there will be no additional cost involved to support the clinic.
"The fee was a part of
overall UCF Health Services," Wirag said. "Five
hundred thousand dollars
was used to build out and
furnish the space. Now
it's up to the staff there to
figure out how to run the
spaces there, and from
the fees that they generate from the services they
provide."
Wirag said that CITF
funds are student monies
and that money accumulates every year.
'i\fter several years,
there is a significant
amount of money there
to be used for a specific
purpose," Wrrag said.
Jeff Surmin, a senior

radio/television major,
wasn't aware that there
was a dental clinic on
campus.
"I haven't really maintained dental visits while
in college, but I might
look into it;' Surmin said.
"It would be a lot more
convenient."
There is still a lot of
work to do to get the
word out to the faculty
and staff about the center, as well. Surmin said.
"It's an evolutionary
sort of thing," he said.
"We have a lot of promotion to do to market the
availability of services
offered. This is brand
new for our campus community."
The Dental Center
purchased some advertisement time and space
at the UCF Arena to help
market the dental center.
A sign offering people
a chance to win discounts
at the Dental Center will
run on one of the ad tickers during timeouts or
halftime, Wrrag said.
The Dental Center is
on the second floor of the
Health Center and is
exclusive to students, faculty and staff.
Urgent dental care,
root canals, oral cancer
screenings, as well as
crown, denture and
bridge placement are a
few of the services
offered. The clinic is open
Monday through Friday
from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m.
The Dental Center has
four chairs within the
facility
and
seven
employees at the office.
"Since the first two
weeks we were open,
about 85 percent of
patients have been students," Chasko said

Cavities are common
. among college students
just becoming independent, but Chasko noted
that he often sees another
problem for students.
"Patients are coming
with wisdom teeth that
need to be removed and
have no knowledge from
their previous dentist
about the problem," he
said.
The Dental Center
doesn't perform wisdom
teeth removal.
"I end up having to
refer them to another
dentist for the procedure;' Chasko said.
Educating students is
also a part of Dental Center promotions.
"We want them to
walk out knowing a little
more about oral health
than when they walked
in," Wrrag said "The program has an education
mission, as well as a clinical service mission."
The Dental Center
staff is expected to
increase as the demand
for dental clinic services
increases, according to
Wrrag.
"We'll hire another
dentist, another dental
assistant or two, and we'd
be able to fully utilize the
space that is currently
available:' he said
For the past several
years, the 1700-square
foot space where the
Dental Center was originally proposed to be has
been the storage site of
medical records. Due to
the the cost overruns of
building the Health Center, the Dental Center bad
to be sacrificed at the
time it was first proposed
until there was enough
money available.
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Joseph Chasko is the UCF Health Center's first dentist for the newly opened Dental Center on the main campus.
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University of Central Florida

Services
Permit Regulations:
) Apermit is required for all motor
· I vehicles parked on campus.
Permits MUST be ordered online,
and can be picked up at the South
Garage or mailed to your home.
Daily permits are available.

Vehicle assistance offered
by Parking Services:
•Jumpstart your car
•Call atow truck
• Inflate tires
•Give directions

Parking Services Hours:
Mon-Fri: 7:30 a.m. -5:00 p.m.

Online I
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for
~
ingPermt
Required

l
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How to get your parking permit
Order your parking
permit online at
www.parking.ud.edu
(complete instructions
are on line)

Pay for your permit
• Avoid the lines. Pay online with Credit Card and
have your permit mailed to you.
• Pay online and opt to pick up your permit.
• Pay with personal check, cash,or Credit Card at
Parking Services Office.

Your permit must be ordered online!
www.parking.ucf.edu
For info call: (407) 823-5812
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Gospel sung for King
FROM

Al

King memorial in Washington
A m&marial to Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. will be buHt in Washington, D..C.,
within sight of the place whef8 K"mg delivered his most famous speech.

0

Seale said, "doing eight or
nine credit hours ... I didn't
go hear preachers anymore
at the church. I got tired of
preachers all my life raising
me up, telling me about fire
and brimstone, [but] I liked
this brother. He was talking
about doing something."
The event, sponsored
by the Student Government Association, Campus
Activities Board and the
Multicultural Student Center, began at the Student
Union carrying a sign covered with personal notes
signifying the importance
of the civil rights movement to each individual.
After a gospel group
opened the ceremony with
James Weldon Johnson's
"Lift Every Voice and
Sing," poet Ruth Tuffit
began the main part of the
ceremony with a reading of
the original text ofKing's "I
Have a Dream'' speech.
Kersti Myles, Student
Government Association
diversity initiatives specialist, said that she was
happy with the number of
students that came to the
event
Myles said she considered the event to be a success and that many people
turned out.
"Everybody was in the
seats, and we had people
standing up," Myles said,
"but I think that people
were engaged and they
were listening to the 'I
Have a Dream Speech' and
then also to what Bobby
Seale had to say as well."
The ceremony was the
first of several events in the
monthlong MLK Celebration hosted by SGA, CAB
and the MSC.
Parker plans on being
part of the events on campus sponsored by SGA
during January and February.
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Woman is Baker Acted
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PHOTOS BY KATIE DEES / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Students sign a banner that was carried around the MLK Celebration. More than
100 people gathered for the speech by Black Panther founder Bobby Seale.

member of the NAACP, so
this month and next month

are usually big months for
me and my family," he said

FROM

.I

Al

lenger Parkway after the
woman revealed a .22caliber Ruger rifle.
At about 9 p.m. a
stretch of Alafaya Trail
remained closed while
deputies attempted to
talk to the woman who
remained in her car, with
the rifle placed under her
chin. By 10 p.m., the
woman surrendered to
deputies.The woman was
Baker Acted and remains
in the custody of mental
health care officials.
was
Alafaya
Trail
reopened after 10 p.m.

(,

,.
EMRE KELLY / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The woman's name was not released due to the Health Insurance Portability
and Accountability Act. She was detained by the police through the Baker Act.

living .
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Knights
looking for
shot at
redemption

RYAN BASS
Sports Editor

•

McGwire
deserves
to be frrst
of'steroid
era' in Hall ·
Shortstop rlffany Lane was the
top hitter for UCF last year,
posting a .350 average.
RAYMA JENKINS/
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Do you feel that?
It's that calm, cooling
feeling that comes with
honesty.
It's the monkey off the
back, the weight lifted off
the shoulders and the past
finally laid to rest.
Mark McGwire, after "'
five years of hiding, ducking and evading the dark
cloud of steroids, finally
admitted to the world on
Monday that he used
performance-enhancing
drugs during his career.
He becomes yet another poster child for the socalled "steroid era" in baseball, but this time, for me,
McGwire
should
be
honored differently. He
should be the first player of
the steroid era elected into
the Major League Baseball
Hall of Fame.
I know he cheated. I
know he used a substance
to enhance his game,
including when he broke
Roger Maris' single-season
homerun record of 61 in
1998, when he went on to
smack out a career-high 70
homers. However, this era
can't continue to be swept
under the rug of baseball
history.
McGwire is one of the
,greatest power hitters in
the history of the game. His
numbers are legendary,
and he was one of the best
players over the last two
decades, being elected to 12
All-Star games and with a :c,
carrer slugging percentage
of .588.
Barry Bonds, Sammy
Sosa, Alex Rodriguez,
Manny Ramirez, Andy Pettite, Roger Clemens, Curt
Shilling and others fell vie- ,..,
tim to an era of lies and
deception and have all
been linked to performance-enhancing drugs, but
they all deserve a shot, too.
McGwire should lead
that era into baseball
•
immortality.
If I had a vote, all of the
above would be on my ballot in their respective eligi- ..
ble years. There are too
many names and too many
players that were on PEDs
that still haven't come '
clean to keep eligible players from going into the
Hall Of all the players that ,
have reached the 500 home
run milestone in the last 15
years, only Ken Griffey Jr.,
Jim Thome and Frank •
Thomas have not been
linked to steroids. PEDs
was the norm of the '90s.
McGwire didn't go the •'
route of Andy Pettite, who
admitted using PEDs
openly. He didn't choose
PLEASE SEE

•
•
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Sports brie s

Cheerleading looks to win third national title
Cheerleading
A third national championship will be the goal
for the 2009-10 Cheerleading team, as they enter in
to the 2010 College Cheerleading and Dance Team
National Championship at
Disney's Wide World of
Sports this weekend.
UCF won the national
championship in 2003 and
2007 and has recorded 14

top-10 finishes in the last
16 seasons.
The Knights placed
third in 2009.

Women's Basketball
The UCF women's basketball team has two
tough tests at home this
coming weekend against
Memphis on Friday and
then UAB on Sunday.
The Knights (3-8 over-

all) have already gotten
themselves in a hole in the
conference, after dropping their first two games
to Marshall and East
Carolina on the road.
The defending Conference-USA champs did
just the opposite last
season, winning nine of
their first 11 conference
bouts. The Knights also
defended their home floor

perfectly in conference
last year going 8-0.
The Knights will play
host to Memphis Friday
night at 7 p.m.
The Tigers have started
the season 8-7 overall and
1-1 in conference play. The
Knights will have to do
their best to contain Brittany Carter, who is averaging 18.7 points per game
for the Tigers, which is

tops in the conference.
Sunday's game against
UAB will bring with it a little
extra hype as it will be
broadcasted nationally on
ESPN2 with a scheduled
tip-off of 5 p.m.
UAB enters the contest
8-6 overall and a perfect 2-0
in league play. Jala Harris
and Tamika Dukes lead the
Blazers in scoring, averaging
14.3 and 12.8 points per game,
respectively.

Men's Tennis
The men's tennis team

will launch its spring campaign in Tampa this weekend at the USF Spring Invitational.
Two of the Knights doubles pairs are among the
best in the nation going into
the spring season. Senior
Marc Rocafort and junior
Blaze Schwartz are ranked
21st in the ITA double's
rankings after going 6-0 in
fall tournaments. Sophomores Joe Delinks and
Eugene Dolgovykh are tied
for 39th after posting a 3-0
record this fall.
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$1000. 00 OFF
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- Presented by UCF Army ROTC -

*

* 4-person teams *
* Challenge a 4.5-mile adventure course around the UCF campus *
Conquer 9 difference obstacles designed by U.S. Army Special Forces personnel

The regular annual membership of
$3950 single or $4450 family

C L t. a

"Home of the UCF

3RD ANNUAL IRON KNIGHT COMPETITION
JAN 23, 2010

sl!I

ca1tu1Haonl
Rcscnt fa''hc-Tmcflllayl
r•1ac 417-212·1SH Iwww.11lff1lrw1yscc.c1m

The Knights Cheerleaders, top, have won the national championship three times in their history, dating back to 2003 and 2007, respectively. D'Nay Daniels'
Knights, above, are 0-2 in conference so far this season, but are looking to improve to 9-0 at home in conference play dating back to last season.

ENTER YOUR TEAM TODAY!!

'•I
'II

Men's and Women's
G<JlfTeams~

-Special Price-

Fonner PGATour st<>p
fm'thr,€itnts Open

'Price includes unlimited golf ~nd cart.s for a year

Single $2950
Family $3450 'Price includes unlimited golf and carts for a year

w,, ;ire loc<1le<l 11.:.,r Chick.,s.m Tr;1il and l,;1k~ Underhill.
Call 407•273-9573 for a tour of the cluh and ,l tri.il rnund.
www.riopi11ar.co111

*

For information and team registration, visit www.ucfrotc.com or call the Iron Knight Team at 407-823-6517.

and Race Book

JAN 18th-MlK HOllDAY
FREE ADMISSION
5OC HOT DOGS, 5OC SOFT DRINKS
& 5OC BEER
(Promotion good till 6:00 pm

~

This Ad Good
For 1 Free Program
(Good thru Feb. 28, 2010)

HWY 17•92 & 436 Call (407) 339•6221

-.or1Hd1118181a

UNIVERSI1Y
WALK-IN
MEDICAL
CENTER
"The Doctor Is Always In"

Urgent Care Medical Services
Provided By Board Certified Physicians.
No Appointment Necessary.
11550 University Blvd.• Orlando, FL 32817

407-282-2044
Hours: Monday-Friday 8am-8pm
Saturday-Sunday 9am-5pm
Open Most Holidays

UniversityWalkin.com
Most Insurances Accepted

(located less than 1 mile from UCF,
on University Blvd., between Rouse Road and Alafaya.)
'1J

All
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Conference schedule to begin in early March
FROM A10

ments features games
against
Harvard, College of Charleston, Providence, Boston College and
Georgia Southern.
Following games against
Maine on March 9 and
Connecticut on March 10,
UCF begins the C-USA
slate of games. They host
Memphis on March 12-13.

After losing the first
game last season against
the Tigers, the Knights
took the final two of the
series in Memphis.
A midweek game on
March 17 against Drake
entertains the team before
they host Houston on
March 20-21. The Knights
and the Cougars split last
year's series in Houston.
UCF hosts a pair of non-

conference games on
March 25-26, against Ohio
State and Cornell before
traveling to Hattiesburg to
face conference foe Southern Miss on the 27-28. The
Knights lost the first game
of the series last year
before winning the f°l!lal
two games at home.
The Knights then host
national runner-up Florida
on March 31st. The Gators

took last year's game in
Gainesville, 3-0.
On April 2-3, UCF
looks to avenge the
three-game sweep they
suffered at the hands of
East
Carolina on the
road a year ago.
The Knights finish the
home stand with an April
7th game against Florida
State. The Seminoles
finished the year ranked
in the Top 25.
They go on the road

for two-consecutive conference road series' on
April 10-11 and the 17-18
against Marshall and
UAB. The Knights won
both series two games to
one last season.
UCF returns home to
take on Bethune Cookman on the 21st of April
before hosting conference opponent Tulsa the
24-25. The Golden Hurricane swept the Knights
in Oklahoma when they

met last season.
Following a home
game against Jacksonville
on May 4, the Knights
travel to El Paso, to take
on UTEP, to conclude the
season. The Knights took
two-of-three from the
Miners a year ago.
The C-USA Championship takes place May
13-15, with the winner
receiving the conference's automatic bid into
the NCAA Tournament.
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Mark Mruwire admitted he used PEDs Monday, induding when he broke Roger Maris' single-season hr record in 1998.

Selig turned a blind eye
FROM A10

the path of Roger
Clemens either, who is
still in denial today. He
choose not to address the
past back in 2005 when he
was ask to speak about
steroids in court. He let it
eat away at him, until he
couldn't hide it any
longer, and the truth was
no surprise. Commisioner Bud Selig turned a
blind eye to steroids in the

IIWfE T I~ WWJWH~ flUJ1IUlrt
E1,1rt. local.. AHord2bl1.

UCF TEST PREP

www. te stp rep .ucf. edu
407 .882.TEST

'90s to save baseball. He
sold his soul for the betterment of the game and
saw the swelling of his
league's fan base along
with his players. He's as
much at fault as the guys
who were taking steroids.
McGwire's Hall of
Fame status will need a
major turn of events for
him ever to be elected.
He's never received more
than 23.7 percent of the
required 75 percent vote

•

to get in. Maybe honesty
will finally set him free.
McGwire shouldn't
have cheated, but he is a
statue of the last two
decades, which can't just
be forgotten and discounted in history. If
elected, McGwire would
be the breath of fresh air
for baseball that's been
needed for the last two
decades, and he'd open
the gates for an entire era
to follow.
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AUSTIN FOWLER
Columnist

•

Advocacy
group
deserves a

•

fist pump
to the face

•

I .couldn't be more
excited in writing this
week's column. Over the
last few weeks, we Americans have witnessed the
debut and maturation of
two of the greatest television shows to ever grace
the tube.
Of course not everyone
shares my enthusiasm for
MTV's Jersey Shore, and
TLC's One Big Family.
For the uninformed,
Jersey Shore features eight,
twenty-something ItalianAmericans, living in a
summer house on, you
guessed it, the Jersey
Shore. Apparently, young
adults overly concerned
with their hair, tanning
beds, working out, getting
drunk, promiscuity and
fighting give all Italians a
bad name.
UNICO National and
the National Italian American Foundation asked for
the removal of the show
from the airwaves citing
its use of"ethnic slurs, violence and poor behavior to
marginalize and stereotype Italian-Americans."
If I was MTY, I would
fist-pump UNICO right in
the face. This isn't the first
time
Italian-American
groups have tried to ruin
my favorite show. In the
late '90s, The Sopranos
received similar backlash.
At this time I think it is
prudent to mention One
Big Family. Of course,
leave it to TLC to understate what is sure to be a
massive hit. One Big Family is the story of the Cole
family, who hails from
North Carolina, and
among the four of them
weigh a combined 1,377
pounds.
Like Jersey Shore, critics
hate this show because of
its alleged furtherance of
exploitation and stereotypes.
Jerry Barrow, senior
editor of The Urban Daily
said, "My main issue is
that obesity is such a huge
problem in the black community. It feels like the
family is just being put
under a spotlight to highlight how big they are."
Hey Jerry, you know
why it feels that way?
Because they are.
All of entertainment is
exploitation. Football players are on television
because of how good they
are at football. Models are
placed on the runway
because of how pretty
they are. And yes, we only
watch the Cole family
because they eat more
than Kirstie Alley and all
look like Keenan Thompson.
Likewise, I only watch
Jersey Shore because dumb
people who spend more
than $60 a week on hair
gel, own their own tanning
beds and attempt to put
charcoal on a gas grill are
hilarious.
Apparently
companies like Dell and
Dominos don't agree
because they've pulled all
their ads featured on the
show.

•

•
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Bryce Avery, of the band The Rocket Summer, sings and plays an acoustic s.!t at the Heavy and Light show, Saturday, sponsored by To Write Love On Her Arms.

,.
•

Musicians gather for night
'bigger than themselves'
JENNIFER ROSS

•

•

•

•
•

Staff Writer

A couple songs into his set at the House of Blues
Saturday night, Damion Suomi admitted he had just
gone through the hardest week of his life.
Suomi, an acoustic artist who hails from Cocoa
Beach, lost his father - whose poster-size portraits
were placed all over the stage - one week prior to
the concert, appropriately dubbed "Heavy and Light:
An Evening of Songs, Conversation and Hope."
To Write Love on Her Arms is an Orlando-based
non-profit organization that aims to support people
struggling with suicide, depression and addiction by
helping them find and afford the treatments they
need. TWLOHA sponsored the show for the second
year in a row and gave the hundreds of teens and 20somethings in attendance messages of hope.
·~ of us in this room can relate to pain, can relate
to questions," Jamie Tworkowski, Suomi's former
roommate and founder of TWLOHA, said. "It's
important to know that you're not alone.''
As he described the concept behind the event,
Tworkowski shared what it was like to spend the
beginning of last week offering condolences to
Suomi and then congratulating friends who had just
announced their engagement at the end of the week.
"This is heavy and light," he said. "We mourned a
death and then celebrated with our friends."
Anis Mojgani, the spoken word poet who opened
the show and continued to perform between
acoustic sets and TWLOHA speakers, helped reinforce the message that sometimes life doesn't make
sense, but it goes on - and you have to make the best
ofit.
"Rock out like somebody's got a barrel pointed at
your temple saying, 'R<;>ck out,,like Y<;>ur life depended on it, fool,' because 1t does, he said.
Each of the numerous musicians - including
Suomi, Zach Williams, Aaron Marsh of Copeland,
Stephen Christian of Anberlin, Bryce Avary of The
Rocket Summer, Mat Kearney, and Aaron Gillespie of
PLEASE SEE TH ROWBACK ON A15
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Above, Stephen Christian of Anberlin, Aaron Marsh of Cop~land, and Mat ..
Kearney perform at Heavy and Light. The concert was dedicated to emphasizing
life and to present hope to the struggling, depressed or suicidal.
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Orlando man opens ''Vortex" near UCF
SARAH WATERS
Contributing Writer

Monday: Matt's
Matinee
by Matt Reinstetle
Matt talks all things movies.

Tuesday: The Minor Fall,
the Ma1or Lift
by Jennifer Ross
Discover new music with Jen.

Wednesday: Offthe

Bench

by Mike Balducci
The wide world of sports.

Thursday: Fowlerthan

the Rest

by Austin Fowler

Friday: KissandTell
by Jen Glantz

Saturday: Do_gs, Dishes,
Divorce and IJeadlines
by Cassie Turner
(.assie discusses life as afulltime mom, full-time student.

"See Ruby Falls."
"See Rock City."
"See Vortex Amazing."
Tom Glover said he
wants his "Vortex" attraction to be right up there
with other classic American tourist attractions.
His Vortex project's
grammatically incorrect
yet intriguing title, he said,
comes from direct quotes
from the mouths of visitors:
"amazing."
These three words,
painted on a sheet on the
side of Glover's trailer have
drawn scores of curious
customers into the attraction, which has been seen
on University Boulevard,
Colonial Drive and in front
of Scoop Bar & Grill.
Despite its affordable $2
admission fee, Glover said
much more money went
into the project than people
may think.
After studying rides at
amusement parks for inspi-

ration and doing some psychology research, Glover
said he decided to create
something for everyone to
"have a great time."
"It's a culmination of all
my years reading books,"
Glover said.
Glover requests that the
details of the Vortex
remain a mystery. What can
be said, however, is that it's
a meticulously crafted optical illusion that thrives on
its own simplicity.
Coming from a background of heavy construction work and a personal
searchlight
business,
Glover had all the tools for
constructing the Vortex
himself - with a little help
from his friends.
"I was deciding in my
own mind what it would be
to make my contribution,
so everybody could smile
and have a good time," he
said.
Glover plans on traveling with the Vortex and
expanding its audience outside the UCF community.

"I want to travel the
world, and let everyone
experience the Vortex,"
Glover said.
He also said he is
looking forward to working with a credit card
vending service to begin

accepting VISa and MasterCard in order to further expand his market.
He also mentioned an
interest in getting a
sound system installed.
So far, about 300 people from the UCF area

have come to experience
the Vortex nightly.
"Where else can you
see some grown adults
acting like they're on a
McDonald's playground,
just having a great time?''
he said.

"
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March 12th - 14th
Orange Co.Convention Center
eo11111
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GEORGE PEREZ • JIM CAI.AFIORE • DAVE DORMAN
AMANDA CONNER• ADAM HUGHES• MARV WOLFMAN
FRANK CHO • DON ROSA • GREG HORN • CASEY JONES
MIKE MCKONE • GRAHAM NOLAN • OLIVIER COIPEL
AHOY SMITH • JIMMY PALMIOm • GREG LAND
ETHAN VAN SCIYER • SERGIO CARlELLO • JIM CHEUNG
DAN PARENT • CHUCK DIXON • ROB HUNTER • JUsf:1.N!GRA·Y~~...1~
MARK MCKENNA • JOE JUSKO • AlVIN LE£ ! MIKE PERKIN$ . . ·~
STEPHEN PERRY • BRANDON PETERSON • MIKE CHOI • SONIA OBACK
NELSON DECASTRO • BIUY TUCCI • JOE BENITEZ • BRIAN STELFREEZE

--

NICHEUE NICHOLS • RAY PARK
BIUY DEEWIWAMS • LEA THOMPSON
JAMES HONG •::KEVIN SORBO
KRISTANNA LOKEN • JEREMY BULLOCH
JONATHAN FRAKES • CHERAMI LEIGH
LEVAR BURTON • MARIA DE ARAGON
ICHIUE NICHOLS
RAY PARK
BILLYOEE WIUIAMS ELLEN DUBIN • NICHOi.AS COURTNEY
CHUCK HUBER • NEIL KAPLAN • RICHARD HATCH • VIRGINIA HEY • ROB DEMAREST • PETER MAYHEW
DAVE BARCLAY • SONNY STRAIT • CLAUDIA WELLS • CHUCK HUBER • DARREL GUILBEAU
I"' JUST. ADDEDfll MATT WOOD & DAVID ACORD FROM CLOIIE WAR$ ·

PHOTOS BY EMRE KELLY / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Tom Glover's ''Vortex" has wowed the UCF area with its awkward sign and convenient locations. It's been stationed on
Colonial, the comer of Alafaya and University, and the Scoop parking lot,and Glover plans for further travels.
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Throwback to U2 highlights concert

A15

MOVIE TIMffi

FROM AB

Underoath and The
Almost
laced the
evening together by playing an acoustic set that
was fun and laid back,
despite the vulnerability
surrounding the night's
discussions.
They collaborated on a
number of one another's
songs throughout the
night and the crowd thoroughly enjoyed the playful
camaraderie that existed
between them.
The best musical partnerships occurred on
cover songs like U2's
"Where the Streets Have
No Name" performed by
Gillespie and Williams,
and Patty Griffin's ''When
It Don't Come Easy," performed by Williams and
Joely Pittman.
When every single
musician graced the stage
for two encore performances, covers of Ben E.
King's "Stand By Me" and
U2's "I Still Haven't Found
What I'm Looking For,"
almost everyone in the
crowd was clapping and
singing along.
UCF freshmen Kayla
Bartley and Briana Ford
said they enjoyed Gillespie's set the most, which
ended with his own rendiCAITLIN BUSH/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
tion of "Amazing Grace" Aaron Gillespie collaborated with other artists at Heavy and Light in a rendition of U2's '1 Still Haven't Found What I'm Looking For" and Ben E. King's "Stand By Me."
that merged into the popular worship song ''You "I've been following a really nice organization." Ford recently introduced show.
"It was just a great night
TWLOHA for three or
Won't Relent."
Bartley, an environ- her to the cause and was
"I loved it," Ford said. four years now and it's just mental science major, said glad she invited her to the for a great cause," she said.

Courtesy Warner Bros. Pictures

THE BOOK OF ELI (R)
Alone hero fights his way across the
wasteland of post-apocalyptic
America. He's the protector of a
sacred book that may hold the key to
saving humanity.
Directed by: Albert Hughes
Starring: Denzel Washington, Gary Old-

man, Mila Kunis, Ray Stevenson, Jennifer
Beals, Evan Jones

The Book of Bi
(R) 12:55 1:403:45 4:40 7:158:0010:1510:50

The Lovely Bones
(PG-13) 12:301:153:35 4:15 7:00 7:35 10:10
10:45

The Spy Next Door
(PG) 12:351:45 2:50 4:25 5:05 6:45 7:25 9:20
9:5011:4012.-05am

Daybreakers
(R) 1:254:457:50 101012:45am

Leap Year
(PG) 1:10 3:557:3010:0012:30am

Youth in Revolt
(R) 12:40 2:55 5:108:0510:35

Ifs Complicated
(R) 1:355:00 7:4510:40

Nine
(PG-13)1:207:0512:40am

Sherlock Hohnes
(PG-13) 12:40 3:40 6:40 7:309:4010:30
12:35am

Alvin and the Ci)ipmunks:
The Squeakquel
(PG) 12:45 2:00 3:30 4:206:35 9:15 11:35

Avatar
(PG-13) 1:004:358:1011:45

Avatar in Digital 30
(PG-13) 12:304:057:4011:15

Did You Hear About the Morgans?
(PG-13) 1:304:206:509:2511:55

Situation is misunderstood by UNICO, Barrow
FROM AB

fl

•

The problem with
these companies and
interest
groups
like
UNICO and people like
Jerry Barrow is that they
think viewing audiences

draw these broad generalizations about these large
groups of people simply
by watching real people in
real situations, simply living life.
How are we supposed
to take these groups seri-

ously when they practice
the same narrow-mindedness they supposedly fight
against?
People don't think all
Italians are dumb. People
think "The Situation" and
"Snookie" are dumb.

The world doesn't
think all black families are
fat and lazy. Just the Coles.
Nobody thought all
white people were stupid
when they were on When
Animals Attack! Just the
ones that tried to hand

feed a grizzly bear some
honey.
The only stereotype
furthered by this entire situation (no pun intended)
involves the self interest
groups themselves: They
suck.

The Young Victoria
(PG) 4:309:55

lnvictus
(PG-13) 1:10

The Princess and the Frog
(G) 1:504:55 7109:4512:lOam

Up in the Air
(R) 1:55 4:50 7:5510:25

The Blind Side
(PG-13) 1:054:006:55 10:05

TheTwilightSaga: New Moon
(PG-13) 12:50 3:50 6:50 9:45
- Listings for Friday, Jan. 15
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SAVE UP TO $15
IF YOU PURCHASE YOUR TEXTBOOKS

TEXT "UCFVIP" TO
MSGME (67463)

BOOKSTORES
4498 N. Alafaya Trail, Suite 234
12140 Collegiate Way, Suite 140
www.COLLEGEBOOK.com
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OUR STANCE

Student becomes frozen stiff after holding door to Student Union
open in bitter cold for unrelenting flow of students on Monday

Let's start off
with a few rules
T

he start of a new
semester can be a
refreshing time on
campus, a time when students are - dare we say excited to learn.
Maybe it isn't that.whimsical, but more people definitely show up for the first
few weeks; you can tell by
how hard it is to find a
parking spot. There are
important things to remember though that perhaps you
have forgotten over the
almost month-long winter
break.
Our first tip for the new
semester is simple - listen.
When the professor is talking, listen to what he or she
is saying. There is nothing
special or hard about this
tip. There is also nothing
more annoying than spending 30 minutes at the end of
a class listening to student
after student ask the same
question.
Already this week we
have witnessed five separate students ask the same
professor essentially the
same question. The inquiry,
which was explained in
class prior to the five follow-up questions, was
''Why can't I bring my laptop to class?" This leads to
the next point.
If you bring your laptop

to class please try to be as
minimally distracting as
possible. Perhaps you are
the type of student that can
read the professor's lips
while watching clips of the
Jersey Shore simultaneously,
but most students are not.
The reason so many professors have started banning
laptops in classrooms is
because so many students
have abused the privilege
by spending the entire class
period on Facebook,
YouTube and/or Twitter. If
you can't pull yourself away
from the Internet for an
hour and 15 minutes, then
do the rest of the class a
favor and don't bother
showing up.
Our next tips are for faculty, because we like to
spread the advice evenly.
Professors, please be reasonable when it comes to
requesting books. E-mailing
your class the required text
the night before classes
start, then demanding they
acquire it within 48 hours
or less is a bit unrealistic.
Sure, the campus bookstore
has the book you are requiring your students to purchase but it is not the only
place people shop.
Amazon or Chegg usually have it at a much lower
price and require a few days

to ship. Students often have
to rush to make up for
assignments they couldn't
do while waiting for their
text books to ship. If possible please teach the first
week without demanding
assignments that require
heavy use of the textbook.
We have the same
request for teachers as we
do for students - don't distract us. This is in reference
to the dreaded syllabus that
is usually far too long and
read aloud the first day of
class. Of course your syllabus is going to contain
crucial information such as
office hours and test dates,
but not all information is
created equally. UCF's creed
and general information can
be found online and in
numerous other documents,
it does not need to be
included on the syllabus.
Useless information
wastes time and a lot of
paper. It also sends those
kids with the laptops to
YouTube five seconds
faster. ·
Perhaps you are not
ecstatic to be back on campus but you are here. You
might as well make the
most of it and consider our
tips for creating a more
enjoyable experience for the
new semester.

The Future encourages comments from readers. In order to be considered for publication,
letters to the editor should not exceed 300 words;we may edit for length. Submit them on line
at www.CentralFloridaFuture.com or fax them to 407-447-4556. Questions? Call 407-447-4558.

Break free from
the big banks
A

•
•

s a college student
you might shy away
from the dreaded
news reports on the bank
bailouts.
"I'm just a young college
kid with a tiny amount of
money," could be the thought
that crosses your mind when
newscasters report on the
grim financial situation.
But your money matters,
too. At least we think it does.
So does Arianna Huffington,
who is the founder of The
Huffington Post and cofounder of the Move Your
Money campaign.
After constantly reporting, writing and speaking on
the bailouts that big banks
received in 2009, Huffmgton
reached her breaking point
around the Christmas holiday.
Along with writer Rob
Johnson, political strategist
Alexis McGill, filmmaker
and author Eugene Jarecki,
and Nick Penniman of the
HuflPost Investigative Fund,
Huffmgton created the Move
Your Money campaign in an
attempt to convince millions
of Americans to take their
money - regardless of the
amount - out of big banks
and put it into small, local
banks.
If you are really behind
on the bank bailout situation
let us get you up to speed.
The big banks, such as
Bank of America, JP Morgan/Chase, Wells Fargo and
Citibank, were deemed "too
big to fail" and received billions of dollars in taxpayer
money to save them from
bankruptcy in the wake of
the fmancial cri~.

With the national deficit
at over a trillion dollars,
what really has Americans
outraged are the decisions
made by the fmancial institutions since they received this
money.
Instead of loaning money
to struggling businesses that
have been laying off staff and
raising the unemployment
percentage, these banks paid
their top executives large
bonuses and cut lending to
businesses by $100 billion
while also reporting huge
profits. In the meantime, the
smaller local banks have
been struggling to keep their
doors open with many failing and having to close.
The Move Your Money
campaign is urging you to
move your money to a community bank or credit union.
The benefits of doing so
include less risk that you will
lose your money in a future
fmancial debacle, usually
less fees than big banks and a
chance to make a difference.
The team of journalists
has created a video explaining the heart-wrenching tail
of big banks bullying the
American people. They have
also created a website to
help you further research
their case and join the
pledge to move your money.
Bill·Maher even uploaded a
video supporting the cause.
Choosing a local bank or
credit union helps boost
business and creates a need
for jobs in your own city.
Plus, you get the chance
to get to know your banker
opposed to sitting on hold
for 30 minutes while your
call is transferred~out of the

United States.
You also get to be part of
a movement that Huffmgton
hopes will send a message to
big banks that spending tax
dollars on expensive bonuses is not acceptable.
We support the idea
behind Move Your Money. It
is tiresome learning about
each new scandal revolving
around a top executive
spending billions on bonuses
instead of helping the people
who are essentially paying
those bonuses - the taxpayers.
Plus, we have seen how
helpful community banks
and credit unions can be in
our town. The CFE Federal
Credit Union was founded in
1937 with 23 Orange County
teachers as its first members.
The credit union started
with savings accounts and
small loans, and has grown
tremendously to include 16
locations to serve the Orlando community.
With more members, our
other local banks and credit
unions could stop struggling
and see success. Moving
your money could nurture
better business, create more
jobs in your city and provide
a sense of security on your
investment - regardless of
the size.
As you, the students,
begin to start a life of your
own, and chose a destination
for your own hard-earned
money, remember that
choosing a smaller bank and
being smart about where you
deposit your earnings. They
can make a bigger difference
than just where you put your
first paycheck.

IStudent 1 nion

I KNEW MY NEW
YEAR'S RESOLUTION
OF BEING A GOOD
SAMARITAN AND
ONLY WEARING SHORTS
AND A T-SHIRT
WAS A BAD IDEA

ZACH GREATHOUSE / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

ON UCFNEWS.COM

WHAT YOU ARE SAYING

My Top 10 Favorit~
Albums from the 2000s
I agree. I have abandoned the
radio since the rise of commercials every twenty seconds. I definitely agree with this list though,
especially Illinois by Sufjan
Stevens.
-ANONYMOUS MUSIC LOVER

Getting stitched
How is this news? Most students are worried about school
work right now; not selecting
wedding vendors. This reads like
a press release for a wedding planning company. Not the writer's
fault, but I don't see how this is
CFFworthy...
-YOUR NAME

Universal's coaster
can't get off the tracks
I had a completely different
experience. While I know of the
engineering issues because I work
in the industry, the fmal product is
an exemplary one for families
with children. RRR was not an
ACE targeted ride, it is a ride built
for and predominantly experienced by families with children.
The week of Thanksgiving, I

visited the park and went to RRR
just after opening. We were doing a
child swap so we split the line at
the stairs and went up the elevator
into a huge swap room. In speaking
to the ride supervisor, the Maurer
Sohne ride is capable of doing
1500+ an hour if all the trains are
running. The day we rode, four
trains were working. We waited a
bit, but not for any mechanical
issues. There were three handicapped/additional assistance riders
on previous trains and that sometimes takes time. We rode and had
great experiences. My ll-year-old
thought it was thrilling and loved
listening to Fergie while she rQde.
To her it was a top-four ride behind
Dueling Dragons, Thunderhead
and Shiekra - which pretty much
run the coaster gamut
I thought it was an exciting
ride, although not too extreme.
The sound system is incredible on
each chair and the music selection
is interesting. It is definitely reridable, which should be the goal of
any coaster designer. The first lift
is a nice touch but a launch would
have been simpler. It looks as if
the real estate would not accommodate anything more.
I say "good job" to Universal
for them stepping out on a limb to
try a new technology with a new
prototype train system. It is a
great family coaster.
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-COASTER FAN

MAN ON THE STREET
T H E

WORD

ARO UN 'D

CAMPUS
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What's most exciting
about this semester?
ANDIE WESTON

STEFANIE SECKER

WESTON BELOW

Creative writing, Sophomore

Chemistry, Junior

Political science, Junior

"My classes are a lot more
interesting this semester. And I
feel like I'll do a lot better
because it's a new year."

"Meeting new professors is
always interesting, you can
kind of judge the rest of the
semester."

BETHANY GIDDENS

LOGAN FREIJO

Nursing, Junior

Mechanical engineering, Junior

"It means I'm almost done."

"My teachers seem pretty
good."

"Easier classes."

•

JARVIS PETERS
Marketing, Senior

"The first week is always nice
and you don't get so much
work since everybody's still
getting acclimated."

R.C. SANCHEZ

DENISE TAYLOR

DANEEN JOHNSON

Music & Aeros eng, Sophomore

Early childhood ed., Freshman

Hopsitality mngt, Freshman

"It's a brand-new start, you
get refreshed after winter
break."

"Trying new classes. And
meeting new people in the
classes."

"New classes so a variety of
new things to do."

1

HOW TO PLACE AN AD

SUBMISSION DEADLINES

Online 24 hrs/day:
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds

By phone: 407-447-4555
By fax: 407-447-4556
In person: 11825 High Tech Ave,
Suite 100, Orlando FL 32817

Online, phone, tax,
in person:
10 a.m. Fri for Mon. issue
4 p.m. Wed. for Thurs. issue

RATES

CLASSIFICATIONS

PAYMENT METHODS

VISA, MC, AMEX,
Discover, Cash, Check
OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

407-447-4S5S • www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds

~

~

100 Help Wanted: General
12S HelpWanted:Part-lime
1S0 Help Wanted: Full-Time
17S Business Opportunities
200 For Rent: Homes
225 ForRent:Apartments
250 Roommates
27S Sublease
300 For Sale: Homes

C
C

C
B
B
B
A

soo

Services

B

Announcements

A

• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering asuccessful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours aday

l~ General

$500.00 rd.des ,rry ard al bis.

RESIDENT.ASSISTANT OPENING
FREE Plivale Roon, & LtlfTited
Food. Cleal DrM-g Rerord
Recµoo. Must be aSTUOENTI
Serd Resure1o

BARTENDERS WANTED.
mJaday~.No
Experierre NEre,say. Tlllf'qJ
PltM:led. /lga 18 + a< OC0965652l x 107.

~ool.wn

81\BYSTTTER WANTED
2 days a week 1:305:30 ~. $10-12.tT
based on exp.1 YR ro III ib 11ert
Relerenoesreq. Tostarton Feb. 1
Please cal Del:tie at 40741 !xi053

RV deivery ctMllS neooed.
Delver RVs, boats ard 1n.ds for
PAY! Deiverb al 48 states ard
Cau:Ja Fcr details q;i on il www.-

I

No 0ld!a ctages whasJEMr: 3
dher g.,;s Ive there rr:JN ~
n l'qlfrom 21-24. 1mµ,1 k:xJmJ
il 11 an errpty roan for !i least
se.eal mantis. The hruse is rgit
onM;n;a ard i's a 4 rmJte ooe
to cmµJS.8nai me !i
skay99@tirrp!ilay.rr.wn or cia
407-61&1628 i ~ ere
~ MyncmeisSiM!n.

fm BUSINESS

Lage 111 cxn:b for lease n
Wne Sj:xrgs. Free stn:hJ
rdv. u1it w/ lage ~. E'noosed
fam ITTI ard kx:k!ile Silrlge.
~. Olfstalerd. 434. Mn. from
UCF ard 17-92. $689hm. Cal
407-682-5416 or 40746&-2552

ll&I OPPORTUNITIES
''SOMmllNG GOOD IS GONNA

HAPPEN'' Ou-Compmiy(wtich
holds a 3A1 rallng from Dlff,I &
BRADSTREET) is enjoying a
MAJOR EXPANSION in1D
cenbal & south llor1da. For
BlJSIESS OVERVEWT#646222-0196 For Post ConsutationCall T # ~

1 cargcrgwA:lyad.
(407) 365-2471
UCF /wa TOWNHCJ1,1ES Tie
firs, crgsfans,al ~ . resv
pal<, 2J.Q.5b,1 yea-lease
$!mtro frst rro+68C: dep. 3215366430 ja-nakavi@gnai.wn
Rert <1> is. 3t2Q Hoose. W/J,

pam @ f3olcnj Dr. di

Alalaya 2 ms il LX;F $1CXXlAval
Feb. Bn-g 01W1 f!ITiy or
rtlO!lTf'ae. IJep:st qm,al.
ComdRoyffi3.699.9456

Pool hruse 4f2l2. $129&ro + IJi
lngoi.rdp'.XJl&sµi.Patialy
~
f,61-796-7966 or724-51&6fl64

-

WIYBI.EDON PARK GATE)
2BEIY.! BATH CCH>!

~ east

SECURITY; TOTALLY
RENOVATED! CLOSE 10
EVERYTliNG! $800 PER
MONTH PLUS $500 DEFT.
CALL !BISE 1-M'CHNSON,

monogram
45 1975 A.L. MVP
and Rookie of
the Year_ Lynn
46 "The evil that
men do lives
after them"
speaker
48 Brutally harsh
49_stone
51 How arcMects
draw
•
53 Rear admiral's

16Xl&J 1t1ure

407489-1270 Wlla30@yitloo.-

wn

REALTOR AT38&453-3843

rear

Roonmales b sh.re hruse 119a'
UCF 2 n:xms avcj!ije. $400m:>
n:tls caile/rElnet W;m:kla;

FOR SHOWING!

masas, a1 ~ rnu:led 1,2

xv

41 New Rochelle,
NY, college
42 "Pygmalion"

w/fermd yad n sal3 galed
O'.llTYTUlly. $500trot !Ji, ttj1
speed i11BTlet & cljtal cale.
Cbse il UCFNCC. Gal \Ina .

CABLE; WATER; GREAT

TO\Wlhruse Fcr Rert 2 Bd25 Ba l:xJlh

~ ~~~"J1e~~:

38"_moi,le
deluge": Louis

Room for rent n Q.i'3 & dea1 m

1AM GORGEOUS!
WAStER,fJRYER;BASIC

rri. from UCF W/J.Aval Ncm.

54 Crimson Tide,
briefly
56 "Flip This House"
network
57 Summertime
cosmetic mishap
61 Hall of Farner
Slaughter
62 Book from which
the film "What's
Love Got to Do
With If was
adapted
63 Neiman Nastase
64 Posted

s,aed. agaoeau@dl.rr.wn

$750lm. Cal 407.,'3106583

Rooms tr rentn 4M te:toom
lure. $475+ per roan LIii. &
Yao net lrdl.wal LeasesOR
$162Sformme. 2niesu tx;F.
IVonth kl ml1lh aval.
407-700-0768 Ermmm@h:Jtmai
www.FaAeriNeatX:F.wn

~

Tax form Processing LLC
MOON. for:syth iRd. •'51.rlte 101 • Orlando, Fl• 3.2807-6445

(407)657-6336

Pmvm

r------------------------www'.T.al(-fonliProcesslng:com

$40 OFF Tax PRparation!!
Waap
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By Ed Sessa

65 Animal family
hidden in 17·, 35and 57-Across
66 Buffoonish

DOWN

1 Commonwealth
off Florida
2 Uncompromising
3 Rises up
4 At a standstill
5 Tavern choice
6 Kapow cousin
7 Singletons
8 Come of age
9 Like many
lobster eaters
10 Galoot
11 Sense of
completeness
12 Sandra Bullock
role, e.g.
13Likesome
candles
18 Agricultural pests
19 Comer PC key
24 Numerical prefix
25 Pipe part
27 Portnoy creator
Philip
30 Move in high
circles?
34 Patronizes, as an

inn

35 Hand over

1/14/10
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36 Canine anchor
37
occasion
never
38 Popular ski
country homes
39 Talking a blue
streak?
40Sttsatop
42 Hiker's snack
43 Longtime
Steinway rival
44 Todd of
Broadway

46 Classic video

47~:;;:~ay
Joe"

so Not yet sched.

52City near
Gibraltar
55 Brest friend
58 Western Ky.
clock setting
59 Santa Barbarato-Vegas dir.
60 Slurp (up)

eaiipece

Basools.....$29
9..nd3a:1s.....$169

Ches.. ........$79
Gash, E-ZTerms, roost n.p

mdcads~

~ FOR SALE:
I~ Homes
FOREa..OSED 1-0MEALCOON
2X>t-A..ORIDAHJMESlkdion:
Jen 23 REJX I 'leN RJ Lisli1gs
www.Al.dx:nwn RE No.
CCl1<X31187

Desig1 Fumre L.qmos
6525 E. Comal Dr. Or1sm R
32f!IJl Mon-Fri 10-7 S!i 1(}6
St.n 12-6 407-7'04-o695

FOR SALE lOAGOODHOME
Female BkJegOld Macaw

rli;ie Sae! St Ste;r,en GahJic
OUthArrual Rea Ma1(et!
Web:lme al tagail h.riBs b
the aooest ard best IJ\OOOR
Rea Ma1(et! Anq.Jes, cr1Y.a1<,
jeweiy. oottrg, eledm:s,
l:xxllG, ~ ens, bys, funb.re
ard rrae! Jen 29a'.l 7.m5p'n,
Jal311<Jan.1~.575Tuskav.ia
Pid, IM1a Sj:xrgs.

Ca. Cage, play stand, 1Dys
plus nisc. lems. REDUCED
PRICE $1,000.00, 080. Rlr
11101edelalls, serious Inquires
arty please; call J.J. at 4CTT619,7789

PH 407.oo96383

Includes:
W4'1', 030'', H45'' 1Dlal H65S'

PETS AND PEOPlE BY M&P
~Qgss+Arolssaies
lli:t & desg, ycu Cl'ql ycuWFly
www.pe15a~.wn

$19.99;mo

Why Pay More For TV?
100+ Channels,
FREE 4-Room Install, FREE HD-DVR
Plus $600 Sign-up BONUS!
~~o\N

C

1-877-473-5033

1 Stop Florida Excitement
Peabody Vacations LLC is a seasoned vacation
call center with aprimary focus on high-end destinations
for domestic and international travelers. Our state-of-theart call center is in Uptown Altamonte and we're looking
for college students who have a crave to make money,
work a flexible schedule in a high energy environment.
Benefits available: paid vacation, day & night hours,
aggressive compensation package, opportunity for
growth.

407-834-8971

•

d

Last issue solved

~........$49

P.oormae needed for 313!
Female rooomales seekrg same.
Ree rent for a ml11h! ro depJsit,
O\W1 baltroom, wal<n ooset, $550
a rrx:.nh irdJ:rg Lii1ies. G}m,
p'.XJI ard trsol~I Cal38&

DISH Network

t

+-·1

3 Roon1s of Furilue $1499,
m.desSola, loveseet, 2EJ"d
1lities, 1 cxx:k!al lalle, 2 l!¥rps,
Dresser; Wsra; l'ijllstm,
Hea:txml, flJ size rTl1dlresstxJx
rare, lalle, 4 dlais.
Twn size rriitres&tJox from $39

4066212

TAX & ACCOUNTING SERVICES

t--

I
! •«

Thursday puzzle:
Hard/eve/

~

$546M:lnlll, Room in2BI.IB
(Female Only): W,O,utlltiea
Included ,Jill peid,wil pay
Feb llld llalsferfee.Lease
ends 71.31. Contact : 407-4967749 )libamtl!ISli@gmal.oom

C..bmn~'llllli&'4-n.

I

350

2 Arns ava1. n SG.5 Hoose $550.rmn. Ulil. rd. Lage yad. No
Pets. Femaes Oiy. Nea- LX;F.
Cal 407-574&03

• ••••• hWIIDllllfflltJHllilm-, EP2.W ••...,

__,.

-·-

Monday puzzle:
Easy/eve/

I

Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds

1 Rm for rent nea- LCF-Walerbd
EslaEs. imleciaE'~
$500+ 1.(3 ui rd W/J, IWeless
dsl, caje & furishad. Cooloc.t
K}Ae 954914-2139 or
754-24&2410

\Month

2
3

i

ACROSS

Located i, the Vias !i Walaford
Lakes. 5 rm.Jlesk> UCF l.ockrg
b'female roorrmate. CalArey !i
407-200-9568.

MONTH'S RENT
Cal 407-5000060

I

--

i-----·

2 4

1 Italian port on
the Adriatic
5 Los Alamos
project, briefly
1O Newspaper
family name
14 Yemen's main
port
15 Roofed patio
16 Guinness of
"Star Wars"
17 Hackneyed line
20 Love, in 1-Across
21 Haros
22 Male delivery
23 Frothy fountain
drinks
26 Green soldier
28 Unwanted
kttchen visttor
29 Killed, in a way
31 River in NW
France
32MAandPA
33 Bakery worker
wtth a gun

Roon, for rent il 3.2-1 l2
toY.mJuse fa' $575 al rd.Jsiw.

per rrorih.HALF OFF 1ST

!

CROSSWORD

4491 or CatYot.rg85@ool.wn

Sµm.Js 2:r21ltlAf:Xn Willer
Sj:xrgs. °"'91' 9!xl sq ft.Washer &
D!}':!rlrd.rlld. N o ~
fee. U1ilities ere not i"d.ded.$350

'

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

F for roan in q..i'3 & dea1 5G t,,,
Wa!aford lakes. Lage lake tent
3000sq ft mme w/fermd yad n
sale galed O'.llTYTUlly. $550tro
al uti il:ixied, ttj1 speed
i1lemet & cljtal calje, Cbseb
LX;FNCC. Cal Ca1tJyn 40743&

ClowrroMl 1/1 01e rm. lake eola
1-fisb'c Distd. $595,rro. $:n>
sec. Hadv.ood frs, wala' rd. 1
person ps Cal 407-353-2613

;

Fill in the grid so
that every row,
column and 3x3 box
contains the digits 1
through 9 with no
repeats.

! ____ ,..

5 81
I

15 I 8

Si

I

4

6 ·-

C> Puzzles by Pappocom

8!
----+- -11
I :

2 3

I

suldolku

I

!

I

I9

Room for Rert n furishad 4 bd
lure. 1 rrie b LX;F di Lnv.
nanet, cale, uti. rd.
$600.tro,. Cal m'3fS.Zl97

fitness 03!1B, p.ms.
2300 Ero, Cr. 407-679-ID,1

8

I

Call 239-7074448

119Wes.51hSt.GW.da

I

•MMMM•

$9:X}tro. Cal 407473-4377

Cdonal Peril I.J..Do.Jy.Aps

Dl4Jlex, 2/2 ba nexlb UCF Av,j
1/1 $800tro + uti & dep or
$!rolm + yad y.o-1( + !Ji & dep.

Located Near Campus
407-679-1700
www.studentwork.com

St.4)€1' ba::ky.ltl 'Mlt! paro.

2

7 4

fl.mished 312 home on lake.
Walled Conm, 6 mnat> UCF.
$500tno Incl. util Non-Smoker,
sec sya, pool & tams.
Avalable i'l•UediaEty. Em!il
k a m k ~ or

AtmkielyVol'.Jfldemj ~for rertl
Cbseil UCF W/J & dstmasher.

I

$9

i

6 3

I

IIM' wmlled. 1 room available i'I

1 & 2 Bectooms Free W/J, pool,

l3eaiifu 1VMmme for rent! 3
bed2.5 bath n Wrta Sj:xrgs'
&.day Reserve. $1,300.
Como Kat: 407-76&3829

l:a'.;I(

INCLUDES PRIVATE GARAGB
p'.XJI, Bris, gym,~ 1rai
Oiy $575 or $350 furishad
HURRY l/vallT LAST
407.963.3330

UCF!NE ORLANDO

200

RVdeiverwtJs.wn

1/1 S1UDIOAPT. $575

B
B

I

Room awl. for elem, cp.iet llld
resp. senor or s,acklllle sludent
i'I lmrnacume 312 homenea- UCF.
Mm1y UP,J&des Incl lawn llld
jacuzzi care. $400'mo.. + 11.3 ~
AVfiJ. asap. Call 407-7'0&6l98.

, ~ FORRENT·
~ Apartments

B
B

I
I

1

ctu.mOmma.s .rea. Fax
resure il 407-977-9458.

$}9
$}3

First issue:
Each addl issue:

-·-· .

Meooll Heme for1he
Deveq:mertaly Disct:led. FT &
PT posiocns avaii:Jlei, the

Rate C

$13

B
A
A

rr:T:, HELP WANTED:
CNM..PN,flN tJ Y-O'k n a SpeK:al

Rate B

$9
$6

For Sale: Automotive
For Sale: General
For Sale: Pets

600 Travel'
700 Worship
800 Miscellaneous
900 Wanted

A
B

Rate A

325
3S0
37S
400

417 CenterPointe Cir Ste# 1711 • Altamonte Springs, FL 32701

www.peabodyvacation~com

DONATE YOUR VEHICLE
RECENE $1CXXl GROCERY
COUPON u-JfTED BREAST
CAl'-K)ER FQU\jDATION Ree
1\,1,a 111 Lgd I IS, B'eas!Qrcer lie

www.l.td.m FREETCJY.tg, Tax
Deddi:le, ~
~ (888)468-5964.

A18

Jan.14, 2010 • 6ntnl :Jloriba :Ju1u1;e

www.CentralFloridaFuture.com

·$ 12 TICKETS FOR UCF KNIGHTS!
$12 OFFER GOOD FOR SELECT PERFORMANCES
Valid on $16 & $25 seats

JAN. 14 - 17

Amway_
_.

Presented locally by

metroPCS.
unlimit Yourself.

7:30 PM

•

7:30 PM

5:00 PM

Regular Tickets Start At $16!
Limited number of Circus CelebrttySM, Front Row & VIP
seats available. call for details.

There are 3 ways to redeem ticket offer

For information call (407) 849-2020

Sun.

(•Excludes Circus Celebrity5", Front Row & VIP seals.
No double discounts).

ARENA

1 . In person at the Amway Arena Box Office with valid UCF ID
2. Call 1-800-745-30C, and mention code KNIGHTS
3. Log on to Ticketmaster.com and enter code KNIGHTS

Sat.

JAN.15 JAN.16 JAN.17

•

•
•

Fri.

(Service charges, facility and handling fees may apply.)

$12 tick.et offer is good for select performances • Savings offer cp:xl for up to six (6)
tickets purchased • Discounts do not apply to Circus C e ~ , Front Row or VIP
seats • No double discounts • Offer subject to ttcket availability • Offer must be redeemed at time of ticket purchase • This coupon has no cash value and cannot be
sold • Service charges, facility and handling fees may apply.

,

J

8

Come 90 minutes before show time to see our Asian elephants at the Animal Open House M_
And, meet the stars an hour before the show at the A I Access Pre-show - FREE to all ticket holdersl
t::,.__ _ ___:;._ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ . ,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _•._,
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